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Exhibition Overview 

The lives of our exhibiting artists are intertwined through friendship and a passion for recording 

the emotion and raw drama experienced within historic topography, and in the works by Albert 

Irvin, the ever changing urban landscape. 

Within ‘Interpreting the Landscape’, visitors are able to explore how our selected artists respond 

to the ‘call of the wild landscape’. Works rarely exhibited by artists: Maurice Cockrill, 

Wilhelmina Barns-Graham, Albert Irvin and Peter Lanyon are thoughtfully placed alongside 

those of contemporary artists, Michael Gaca, Jason Lilley and Jonathan Parnham. 

Through exhibited works of art and documentation, visitors are able to gain insight into many 

invaluable connections and topographic inspirations: from Albert Irvin’s meetings with Peter 

Lanyon at the North Cornish coast; Maurice Cockrill’s decision to establish a studio in North 

Wales and respond to the Conwy Estuary, to Wilhelmina Barns-Graham’s search to reflect the 

evolving geology of the disparate environments that the artist encountered. 

A subtle passing of time is expressed through Michael Gaca’s observations of structures within 

landscapes that juxtapose natural and man-made forms. Jonathan Parnham’s current focus, in 

contrast, represents constantly changing light, weather conditions and retreating glacial regions, 

caused by global warming, as witnessed in Iceland. 

As with Peter Lanyon, the ancient territories and mining history of Cornwall proves to be a 

source of inspiration for artist, Jason Lilley, whose limited palette within his works convey the 

sensory experience of exploring the West Penwith landscape, providing visual metaphors 

echoing archaeological investigations. 

‘It is impossible for me to make a painting which has no reference to the powerful environment in 
which I live’.  Peter Lanyon 
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